
HOW THE DEBT CEILING AND GOVERNMENT 
SPENDING IMPACT INVESTORS

Over the past week, there has been nonstop news coverage on the federal government hitting the $31.4 trillion borrowing 
limit known as the debt ceiling. This once again puts Washington drama on center stage as the Treasury Department enacts 
"extraordinary measures" to not default on its obligations. Although this has become a regular occurrence, many investors 
are still understandably nervous. While it's unclear how this will play out politically before the estimated June 5 deadline, the 
fortunate news is that financial markets have taken these events in stride. How can long-term investors maintain the right 
perspective around political and fiscal uncertainty in spite of these headlines?

The Federal Government Has Hit the Debt Ceiling
The large and ever-growing national debt is a controversial topic that impacts the economy and markets in complex ways. At 
its core, budget deficits occur when the government spends more than it collects in taxes and other sources of revenue, 
adding to the total debt each year. Even though tax revenues increase as the economy grows (even without raising tax rates), 
they have been outpaced by spending over time. These expenditures have grown across "mandatory" programs such as 
Social Security and Medicare as well as "discretionary" items such as defense and education and have only accelerated since 
the global financial crisis in 2008 and the pandemic in 2020. The difference between revenues and spending is funded by 
government borrowing, i.e., by issuing Treasury securities.

What makes this discussion challenging is that several complex issues are intertwined. First, the question around the debt 
ceiling is not about government spending per se, since that spending has already been authorized through the normal 
budget process. The only question around the debt ceiling is whether the government can pay its bills. For most, the decision
to buy something can't be separated from whether they will pay for it, even if it's with debt. Unfortunately, the Congressional 
process for approving a budget by September 30 each year is separate from whether the Treasury can actually pay the bills.

This nearly reached a breaking point in 2011 when a political standoff around the debt limit led Standard & Poor's, a credit 
rating agency, to downgrade the U.S. debt. The debt ceiling was eventually raised to $16.4 trillion which averted a 
government default. Debt ceiling standoffs have occurred a few times since then with the limit suspended and raised each 
time. Fortunately, despite the headlines and investor concerns, these episodes had little long-term impact on markets as the 
U.S. has never defaulted on its debt.

The Government Has Run Budget Deficits Throughout History
The national debt has more than doubled over the past decade and, with very few exceptions, has grown nearly every year 
over the past century. While this is often framed as a partisan issue, the unfortunate reality is that neither party has addressed 
the problem. The last balanced budgets occurred during the Clinton years and the Nixon administration before that.
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Federal Budget Deficit to GDP
Annual Federal Deficit to U.S. GDP Since 1930

Source: Clearnomics, U.S. OMB.



Given how heated the topic of government spending can be, it's important for investors to distinguish between their political
feelings and how they manage their portfolios. In other words, investors should focus on what they can control in order to 
differentiate how things work from how they would like them to be.

The unfortunate reality is that deficits are unlikely to go away. And yet, markets have done well regardless of the level of the
government debt and taxes over the past century. In fact, as unintuitive as it might seem, the best times to invest over the 
past two decades have been when the deficit has been the worst. These represent times of economic crisis when the 
government is engaging in emergency spending, which tends to coincide with the worst points of the market. And while this 
isn't something investors would hope is repeated often, it does underscore the importance of not over-reacting to fiscal 
policy and politics in one's portfolio.

Most Treasuries Are Held Domestically
Many investors worry about who holds U.S. debt and what this may mean financially and geopolitically as the debt grows 
and interest rates rise. While it's true that Treasuries are held by other countries including China, since Treasuries are 
important to the global financial system, 77% of the national debt is held either by the U.S. government itself or by U.S. 
citizens. Amounts held by U.S. government entities are generally excluded when considering the total size of the debt, since 
this is the equivalent of moving money from one pocket to the other. Thus, many headline numbers that focus on total debt 
rather than "net debt," which excludes intra-governmental borrowing, may not provide an accurate picture.

That said, many investors worry that growing debt and deficit levels mean that Treasuries could be less attractive in the 
future. In the extreme, this could hamper the government's ability to roll its debt, especially given the jump in interest rates. 
And while this is a possibility, it's still unclear where the limits will be. Japan, for instance, has been operating with a debt to 
GDP ratio of about 250% for years. And although interest rates have jumped over the past two years, they have also 
stabilized and fallen over the past several months.

The debt ceiling and federal debt won't be resolved anytime soon. As with many political issues, it's important for investors
to separate their concerns and not react with their hard-earned savings and investments. History shows that staying invested 
is the best approach to navigating the perpetual drama in Washington.

Some information is derived from First Trust Portfolios, Morningstar, Charles Schwab, and BlackRock. Reproduction or distribution of this material is prohibited, and all rights are reserved.

Holders of U.S. Treasuries
Domestic and International Holders of U.S. Government Debt

Source: U.S. Treasury.
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